
PRESENTINGWITH IMPACT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The  Brain is a Wonderful thing it starts working before we’re born& only stops when we start to speakShow of hands ? How many have experienced “Boring” Presentation “80%” of business Bum achingly boring  we will make you into 20%, that not only give out but get thru to AudienceSurvey Number 1 FearDifferential SkillNo Magic Wand



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was a speech by Mark Zuckerberg





Consider the Speaker – Character – Body Language – Vocal Tones 
– Attitude 

Content – Message – Structure – Easy to Follow

Visuals – Supportive – Interesting – Memorable  

Boring vs Fabulous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responsibility , Getting through vs giving outEnthusiasm – Attitudes  ? R  Infectious   Giving out!  No such thing as a Boring topic , only boring presenter  - Influence tool Too much vs too littleEnjoyment  - Hey I got this – don’t overdo-self indulgence



• How You Create Impact
• Visual, Vocal & Verbal

• Overcoming Nerves

• Structure & Organization

• Using Visual Aids that Engage



Responsibility EnjoymentEnthusiasm

3 Critical Factors

3 Cs
Competence in skills =
Confidence =
Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responsibility , Getting through vs giving outEnthusiasm – Attitudes  ? R  Infectious   Giving out!  No such thing as a Boring topic , only boring presenter  - Influence tool Too much vs too littleEnjoyment  - Hey I got this – don’t overdo-self indulgence



Creating Impact

Albert Mehrabian



Visual Impact – physical, body language

• Stance and body language posture

• ‘Neutral’ Position

• Eye contact

• Facial Expressions

• Hands and Gestures

• Movement – ‘own the space’



Verbal and Vocal Impact – tone and words

• Pitch, pace, pause

• Energy, Enthusiasm, Excitement

• Volume and projection

• Articulation

• Warm up the voice

• Breathe

• Terminology and language



Lawrence Olivier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number 1 fear is Public speaking, 3rd fear in Death, so some people would rather be in the box than on the box?2nd fear is spiders - ArachnophobiaIt happens to the best, Oliver said “ get the butterflies to fly in formationHow do nerves affect you? Controlling Nerves -Psychological ,Physical ,Preparation, Planning, Practice



• Breathe
• Look at audience
• Concentrate
• Visualize Success
• Prepare
• Plan
• Practice
• Self Talk
• Neutral Position

Flying in Formation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide builds up.  These are the main causes of FEARFalse Evidence Appears RealDiscuss the Coach vs Critic Power of “self talk”Eyes closed  Best Holiday  Breathing!





W.O.M.B.A.T.

Structuring Presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delegate ExperienceOnTrack training programs are based on solid business goals, rather than being just a 'fun day out'The training course itself is an enjoyable experience, ensuring individual engagement during the courseThe impact on individuals can be seen in the workplace, making individuals happier at work and better placed to perform well



W - Who

Structuring Presentation



Four Critical Questions
1. What is the desired 

outcome or goal?
2. What symptoms do we 

need to address?
3. What risks do we need 

to avoid?
4. What other cultural, 

contextual or resource 
consideration do we 
need to take in to 
account?

(Worksheet included in email 
attachment.)



W - Who

O - Objective

Structuring Presentation



To Inform?
To Entertain?
To Influence?



M - Message

O - Objective

Structuring Presentation

W - Who



The Magic Nu  ber

3 key messages

3 sub-sections to each point

3 points on a page



M - Message

B - Brainstorm

O - Objective

Structuring Presentation

W - Who



Australia

History

Visiting

The 
People

Discovered 
by British

British Prisons 
Overcrowded so 

convicts sent here Botany 
Bay

Lived in 
Sydney

£10 
POM’s

NSW

Sydney

Opera 
House Sydney 

Harbour

Sydney 
Harbour Bridge

Blue 
Mountains

Beaches

Great Barrier Reef

Ayres Rock
Rain 

Forests

Desert

No 
Worries 

Mate

Relaxed 
Culture

Sports

Very 
Competitive

Want to 
Win everything

Cricket Rugby

Aussie
Rules

Have A 
Beer!!

2008 
Not Good 

Brainstorming

Use Mind Mapping to 
“Brainstorm all the 
possible topics to cover.

Filter with “EDF”
• What is Essential?
• What is Desirable? 
• What is Filler?



M - Message

B - Brainstorm

O - Objective

Structuring Presentation

W - Who

A - Arrange



Benefits Credibility

Direction

Summary Summary Summary

ACTION

Overall Summary Questions and Answers

Item 1- intro Item 2 - intro Item 3 - intro

Message 1
Message 2
Message 3

Message 1
Message 2
Message 3

Message 1
Message 2
Message 3

Attention Grabber



MehrabianAudience
Analysis

Derek 
   Randall

What you
see?U.S. SurveyBrain

CongruenceOpeningsBeliefFailure  Me
Resp

       
     - Quote
     - StatisticPostureVulnerableWhy?

Enthusiasm- Participation
- Shock x2FeetThinkingGlaxo

EnjoymentVariety
- MiddleKneesLinford

ChristieFear
ClosingHandsBenefits

Survival !ConclusionStringPrepDirection
You Make

 The Difference
Less is
More!BirkettFaceRigor

  MortisPlanningInside
RooseveltVisualsPracticeOutside

PracticeMessage
Timing

Nuclear

-Mark
    Finish
   Time

Opening and
Introduction Inside Outside Message Conclusion 

and Close

 Twain

*
  Be Yourself
  Be Unique
  Be Successful

  Physicists

10

A
C

B
D

Be Brief             Be Sincere                Be Seated…



M - Message

B - Brainstorm

A - Arrange

T – Test It Out

O - Objective

Structuring Presentation

W - Who



Practice, Practice, Practice…



Test it out: The 9/90 Rule



Visual Aids

‘A picture is worth a thousand words…’



m62 visualcommunications

Are those that Get the Information Over to the audience

Do not run over allotted time and keep to the 
agenda

Are those that Get the audiences attention

Get to the point and don’t waffle

Are well prepared & well rehearsed

Killer Presentations

Bad PPT 
Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstrate ‘audience abuse’ by reading out, word for word, on the slide. Stop half way – do U want to kill me yet?This is how not to do it?  WHY?  ask why they dislike presenters doing this.?Points to communicate:  This is ‘Death by PowerPoint’It’s also dull and boring. It’s linear, and the brain doesn’t work in a linear manner• It’s a tick sheet to say things in the right order, and not leave anything out (which has some merit)• It’s self-explanatory. Audiences can read 7 times faster than the presenter can articulate – No Value Add!450 Million PP users, 30 million presentations, average 30 slides with 5 bullet points = 150 pieces of data??Heading & Bullets points, ? CLIPART , ? Why add it? Crass Little Inserted Picture Always Rubbish Trite or maybe as bad Digital camera, file, insert pictureAt some point a delegate will say that they switch off. Refer back to the retention rate slide andask, “How much do audiences retain when they are not paying attention?”Points to make:• Adding design is not the answer. • The slide is self-explanatory. • The presenter adds no value.



Presenter Audience

Message

Killer Presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the set up for Visual Cognitive Dissonance.There are 4 main issues to consider to deliver a killer presentation!4 elements to consider in order to an effective & memorable presentationPresenter, no presenter no presentationAudience, no audience, no Barriers, language barriers, JargonMessage, getting thru, verbally & visuallyPoints to make:• Pause upon the appearance of this slide.• They are all now waiting for an explanation of the slide.• You the presenter is now a key ingredient in the delivery of the message.• They are experiencing Visual Cognitive Dissonance. Visual – See it , Cognitive – Think about it, Dissonance – Does not make sense ,incomplete Nick Oulton’s, “Slides should not make sense..”• Any analytical people in the audience are starting to become irritated by not being able to understand it.Barriers to Communication, U can’t see it, U distracted , doing your raspberry, blueberry, blackberry, I'm speaking the wrong language , I’m speaking to fast/slow, or  I’ve upset you?Single Biggest barrier of all is language – jargon. As well as not finishing on time, waffling, distracting,not communicating, etc. Must have a Specific, Measurable, Action –orient rented, Relevant, Timed boxed messagePresent the slide and push the ‘message’ across the screen.If we fail to get that message across we have failed, & it was a waste of time, & time is our most precious asset!Now test their memory.



message

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask for a show of hands of those who drew the following? Explain how the VCD stimulated their brains to pay attention, engaged their working memory and enabled them to remember and draw the slide and the key words articulated.100% recall on Diagram - 90% content 95% sequence of the content & U can recall all this, but here’s the thing how many of you can remember the biggest barrier to communication? Then ask where the word ‘jargon’ appears on the slide? Recap- Heading & bullets remember 10/15% of contentDiagram  -100% Visual – 90% sequence -  - 40 to 50% of the non visual information ?What do you want in your presentation heading & bullets points –that no one can remember  or recall?Or do you want a series pictures & Diagrams with words over the top to explain them which they remember 100% of content & 90% sequence of info & recalled , therefore achieve whatever your objectives are for the presentation, persuade them to buy off you, or to educate them & or modify their behaviour Relate to their typical audiences and discuss how much more effective this will be.



• You Create Impact
• 3V’s - Physical Impact

• Manage Nerves

• Structure
• W.O.M.B.A.T.

• Use Engaging Visual Aids 



Global Head Office
Suite 2
The Stables
Cannons Mill Lane
Bishop’s Stortford
Herts
CM23 2BN, UKTel:+44 (0) 1279 652255
Fax:+44 (0) 1279 755839
E-mail: info@ontrackinternational .com
www.ontrackinternational.com

clark.brown@ontrackinternational.com
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